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We prove that, after multiplication with a suitable monomial, every homogeneous bracket 
polynomial of rank r > 3 can be factored into a meet and join expression i  the Cayley 
algebra. The main tool in our construction is an explicit algorithm for rewriting polynomial 
functions in terms of synthetic onstructions in projective geometry. We also discuss 
applications of Cayley factorization to automated geometry theorem proving. 
1. In t roduct ion  and s tatement  of the result 
The use of algebraic rather than purely synthetic methods is undoubtedly the key to 
the recent striking progress in automated geometry theorem proving (cf. Chou 1988, Ka- 
put 1986, Kutzler 1988). The strategy used by most researchers in this field is to choose 
some coordinate system, to translate the conjectured geometric statement into an algebraic 
statement, and then to prove or confirm the algebraic statement using methods of compu- 
tational algebraic geometry such as GrSbner bases (el. Buchberger 1988). Although this 
approach leads to good results with respect o computing times and the range of proven 
theorems, there are many theoretical nd practical problems which have received a]most 
no attention yet. 
One important such issue is the (re-)translation f algebraic statements into geometry. 
Suppose, for instance, that a user of one of the systems discussed by Ku~zler (1988) wishes 
to decide the validity of a geometric onjecture T. It can be expected that the system 
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will often answer as follows: "Your theorem :T is true provided the subsidiary condition 
P(x l , . . .  ,xn) -- 0 holds." Naturally, the user will then be interested in finding the 
"geometric meaning" of the polynomial function P, and it would be most desirable to 
have a general algorithm for transforming P into a geometric (= synthetic) property or 
statement. 
An encouraging partial solution to this problem in projective geometry has recently been 
found by N. White (1990) (see also White ~z McMillan (1988)). Wtfite's multilinear Gay- 
Icy factorization algorithm is based on the following lines of invariant theoretic reasoning 
(el. Section 3). Every syns geometric onstruction i projective (r - 1)-space can be 
written using meets and joins of points: E(xl, x2 , . . . ,  xm). This can be directly translated 
into the Cayley (Grassmann) algebra, using the operations of meet and join for extensors: 
E(A, V, xl, x2,. . .  , xm). For example, to express a geometric construction which results in 
the final collinearity of three points we will obtain an equation E(A, V, x ], x2,. 9 9 , xrn) = 0 
in the Cayley algebra. If the Cayley expression E is expanded into the algebra of invari- 
ants, it becomes a polynomial B in the basic invariants for projective (r - 1)-space - the 
r-brackets [xil xi2 .. 9 xir] representing the determinant of the homogeneous coordinates of 
r points. It is not difficult to see that this expanded bracket polynomial B is homoge- 
neous in each point and has integer coefficients. This statement is a particular form of 
the metatheorem that every synthetic projective property can be written as an analytic 
projective property. See (Barnabei et.al. 1985, Doubilet et.al. 1974, White 1990, White 
Whiteley 1983) for introductions and further eferences to the Cayley algebra (or Grass- 
mann algebra or double algebra) and the bracke~ algebra. 
EXAMPLE 1. Given points a, b, c, d, e, f in the Euclidean plane, consider the triangle which 
is bounded by the lines ab, cd and ef. Up to a scalar factor, the oriented area of this triangle 
can be written as 
(a V b) A (c V d) A (e V f)  -= [abc][def] - [abd][cef]. 
If we introduce homogeneous coordinates a = (al, a2, as), b -- (bl, b2, b3), ... for the six 
points, then this expression translates into 
det 
(al b Cl) /d el /a  1)(cl 1 
a2 b2 c2 det d2 e2 f2 - det a 2 b 2 d2 det c2 e2 f2 , 
a3 b3 c3 d3 e3 f3 a3 b3 d3 c3 e3 f3 
that is, into a polynomial of degree 6 with 48 summands in the (homogeneous) coordinate 
algebra. This polynomial is multilinear (i.e. linear in each of the points a, b, c, d, e, f), and 
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the algorithm of White (1990) easily reconstructs its Cayley factorization a b A c d A e f .  
As is costumary, we use the short notation a b := (a V b) for joins of points. 
This suggests the natural question: can every bracket polynomial, with integer coeffi- 
cients and homogeneous in the occurrences of each point, be factored as a simple Cayley 
expression i  meet and join - and hence interpreted as a synthetic onstruction ? The 
simple answer is "no" as is seen below. 
The problem of deciding whether a specific bracket algebra polynomial is Cayley fac- 
torable is extremely difficult. The White algorithm works only for the multilinear case~ it 
is an important open problem to find a generalization to all bracket polynomials. 
EXAMPLE 1 (CONTINUED). The bracket polynomial [abel[dell + [abd][cef] does not fac- 
tor in the Cayley algebra of rank 3. This can be seen easily as follows: The invariant 
[abc][def] § [aba~[cef] is antisymmetric in both (a, b) and (e, f )  while it is symmetric in 
(c, d). By the results of White (1990) this cannot be the case for any multitinear Cayley 
algebra expression i  a, b, c, d~ e and f. 
There is a more subtle answer. If we multiply this invariant by an appropriate product 
of brackets, then the resulting polynomial does factor as a synthetic onstruction. 
Figure 1. The lines (ac A bd) V (ad Abc), cd and ef are concurrent. 
EXAMPLE i (CONTINUED). The expression [acd][bcd] ([abc][def]~-[abd][cef]) does factor, 
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as follows. 
{ (ac ^  ha) v (ad ^  bc) } A A cd 
= { ([acb]d- [acdlb) V ([adb]c-[adc]b) } A {[efcld-- [efd]c} 
= { ([acb][adb]dc- [acd][adb]bc-[acb][adc]db) } h {[efc]d-  [efd]c) 
= -[acd][adb][efc][bcd] + [acb][ade][efd][dbc] 
= [acd] [bcd] ( [abc][def] + [abd][cef] ) 
Note that  this Cayley factorization cannot be found by the algorithm of White (1990) 
because the new bracket polynomial is not multilinear. The multiplier [acd][bcd] being 
non-zero corresponds to the subsidiary condition that both points a and b are not on the line 
through c and d. Under this non-degeneracy assumption we get a synthetic onstruction 
which is is i l lustrated in Figure 1. It is the construction of a point of intersection with 
cross ratio -1  to c,d and abAcd. 
This example raises the question whether every invariant polynomial, with integer coef- 
ficients, can be factored as a synthetic onstruction, if a suitable multiplier is chosen. It is 
the objective of this paper to prove that this is true for r _> 3. 
Let us remark that our factorization theorem is by no means competitive to the White 
algorithm because it is too general to be useful for geometrically interpreting concrete 
algebraic expressions. White's results, however, suggest hat Cayley factorization is not 
only an elegant mathematical tool but that it might play a substantial role in future 
"Geometric Algebra" computer systems (cf. Section 3). Our theorem shows that there is 
no theoretical block to factoring all expressions. 
THEOREM 1. Let B ([xl . . .  x,.],... , [xm-r+a .. .  Xm]) be a bracket algebra polynomial of 
rank r >_ 3, with integer coefficients and homogeneous in the occurrences o/each poin~ x t. 
Then ~here exisks a Cayley algebra expression in meet and join E(A, V, z l , . . .  , Xm), and 
a bracket monomial ~d such ~hat 
= 
REMARK. For the 2-brackets, or the projective line, there are  no significant synthetic 
constructions except the coincidence of points, and no useful factoring for the invariants. 
A simple expression like [ab][cd] - [ac][bd] will never factor to a synthetic onstruction 
unless the projective line is embedded into some higher-dimensional projective space. 
Theorem 1 is a natural extension of the standard coordinatization of the synthetic pro- 
jective plane. This classical result says that synthetic onstructions, with joins of points 
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and intersections of lines, reproduce the algebra of the underlying field. Here we are an- 
swering a broader question: Can all projective properties which are wr/tten in analytic 
geometry be reproduced in synthetic geometry ?
If we take an analytic projective properly, represented by a single polynomAal equation, 
this equation must be invariant under the group of projective transformations of the space 
- the group of collineations which preserve lines, points and incidences. The First Funda- 
mental Theorem of Invariant Theory (el. Barnabei et.al. 1985, Doubilet et.al. 1974) says 
that such an equation is equivalent to a polynomial in the brackets which is homogeneous 
in each point. 
The polynomial equations of Theorem 1 have one additional restriction - their coeffi- 
cients are integers. This leaves a residual question: do polynomial equations with incom- 
mensurable coefficients also represent projective properties ? This is clearly impossible for 
the field Q of rational numbers. If the underlying field is the complex numbers C (or any 
algebraically closed field) then the projective collineations include all automorphisms of the 
field. Invariance under these maps guarantees that a projective property is represented by a 
polynomial equation with integer coefficients (cf. Whiteley 1990). If we restrict ourselves to 
the real projective plane, then, because of the lack of automo1~phisms of R, we have invariant 
equations uchas [abc][de f] - q'2 [abd][ce f] = 0 
which cannot be checked synthetically. These observations give a metatheorem about the 
correspondence b tween analytic and synthetic projective properties by equations. 
THEOREM 2. 
(a) For projective geometry over Q or an algebraically closed t~eld, every analytic proper~y 
- represented by a single polynomial equation corresponds to a synthetic onstruction with 
points and lines. 
(b ) For projective geometry over R there exist analytic projective properties represented by 
a single polynomial equation which do not correspond to a synthetic onstruction with 
points and lines. 
A general analytic projective property will be represented by a first order formula built 
from polynomial equations using negations, conjunctions, disjunctions and quantifiers. 
Every such property over an infinite field can be rewritten using only polynomial equations 
in the brackets, homogeneous in each point. It is unknown whether over an algebraically 
closed field it can be rewritten using only rational coefficients. If the answer is "yes", then 
the translation will be non-trivial. For example, the formula 
[abc][def]- v [abd][ceI] = 0 v [abcl[del] + V~[abd][cef] = 0 
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is project ively invariant over C, since it is equivalent to 
([abc][def]) 2 - 2([aba~[cef]) 2 = O. 
Thus we remain one step away from the conjecture that synthetic geometry and analytic 
geometry are equivalent over C. See (Whiteley 1990) for details and further references. 
2. P roo f  of  the  fac tor i za t ion  theorem 
Our proof  of Theorem 1 is based on the classical constructions of projective addition, 
projective subtrttction and projective multiplication. With these techniques it is possible 
to encode arbitrary polynomial equations with integer coefficients into suitable synthetic 
constructions in the projective plane (see Bokowski & Sturmfels, 1989, Chapter 2; White, 
1987, Chapter  1). For the purpose of the present paper the following description suffices. 
Let ea, e2, e3, e4 be in general position in the vector space Q3. Via homogeneous coor- 
dinates the vectors el, e2, ea, ea can be thought of as a (projective) basis of the projective 
plane. With every rational number T or, more generally, with every rational function T 
over Q we associate the vector y(r)  := e~ + re2. Again, y(r )  will be thought of as a point 
on the projective line ~ with projective coordinate ~-. We have the following lemma. 
LEMMA. Let P 6 Z[T1,... , 7",] be any homogeneous polynomial in n scalar variables Ti. 
Then there exists a Cayley aJgebra expression in join and meet (synthetic onstruction) 
^, v,  , e , ,  y(7"1),... , ) and a monomi  
Mp = [eie2 e3] #4 [ele2 e4] ~ [el e3 e4] it2 [e2e~ e4] ~' such tha~ 
= 
PROOF: We prove this lemma by induction on the structure of the polynomial P.  Clearly, 
P can be written as an expression in the atoms 7-i, . . . .  r ,  and 1 using only the binary 
operations a~dition, subtraction and multiplication. 
S~ep 1. Let w := [e~e4ea]/[e4e2ea]. We will think of the scalar w as representing the unit 
"1". The  vector y(w) corresponding to the scalar w is constructed as follows: 
= = = (e ,  
Given two polynomials P, Q E Z[T1,... , T,] we assume now that the vectors y(P) and 
y(Q) can be written (up to a bracket monomial multiplier) as a Cayley algebra expression 
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in the vectors y(w), y(r~),... , y(rn), e~, . . . ,  e4. Under this assumption we shall show that 
also the vectors y(P + Q), y(P - Q) ~nd y(w . P.  Q) possess uch a representation. 
Step 2. (Projective addition, see Figure 2) 
{ 
= { 
= { 
= { 
= { 
({(e=e4 A elea) V y(P_~)} A e2ea) V (e2e4 A y(Q)ea)} A ele= 
({(-[~=e,ed~ + [~=~,~1~) V (e~ + Re=)} A ~=e~) V (e=~, A v(Q)e~) } A e~= 
A el e2 
- P[e~qe~][e~ ] [e~e~]~e~ + P[~] [~] [e~e~]~e~ } A e~e~ 
[e~ ~4] [e~e~][e~,ea] [~e~]  9( ~ + Pe~ + Qe~ ) 
[e~ ~,] [e~ ~] [~e~][~l~]  9 ~(P + Q) 
S~ep 3. (Projective subtraction) 
{ 
= { 
= { 
= { 
= { 
= { 
([e=e4e~][eaele2]ea - (Q - P)[e=eae4][ele=ea]e2 ) v ( - [e2e4e , ]ea  + [e2e4ea]e=) } A ele2 
- (P  - Q)[e=~3e4]bl~=e~][e=~,~,]e=e~ + [e=e#llt~,e=]b2e,e~]~3el 
- - (Q-  P)[~2~edMe=~][~=~]e2~} A ele2 
(P - Q)[e~ ~=e~] =[~=e~][~= e~]e= + [~ ~=~]2[~ ~=e~][e~e,~]~ 
[e~]  = [~e=e,][e=~,~]. v(P - Q) 
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S~ep 4. (Projective multiplication, see Figure 3) 
{ ({ (~,  ^ ,1~) v y(p)} ^  ~)  
v ({ ({(~.r ^  ~e,) V (e~, ^  e~,)} ^  ~.e.) V y(Q)} A ~.~) } ^  ~ 
= - [~,~. ] [~,~.~] .  { ({ (~e,  ^ ~,~,) v y(P)} ^ e ,~)  
v ({ ( [~, , ]~  + [~, , ]~)  v (~ + Q~) } ^  e~)  } ^ ~e, 
= -- [~] : [~e, ] .  {([~:~1]~, + P [~,~]~, )  
V ({ ( [~, ]~ + [~e, ]~)  V (~ + Qe~) } ^  ~)  } ^ e~, 
= - [~,~]~[~, ]{  ([~,e~]e~ + P[~,~]~)  V ( [~, ]~,  - Q[e,e~,]~) } ^ ~e, 
= [e, e2ea]a[e,e2e,~][e~.eae4]{[eleae,]e, +PQ[e2e4ea]e2} 
e,,:(I,O,O) 
e==(O,l,O) 
e~=(O,O,I) y (P I : (P ,0,11 y 101 :(0,0,1} ~X~ 
ky (P+O) 
Figure 2. Synthetic o~t io~ oe~(P + Q) from y(P) a~d u(Q). 
Now assume that P E Z[~'l,. 9 , rn] is an arbitrary homogeneous polynomial of degree k. 
Combining steps 1-4 while treating w as the unit, we obtain a Cayley algebra expression 
in y ( r l ) , . . .  , y ( r~) ,e l , . . .  ,e4 which is equal (up to a monomial mult ipher) to the vector 
y( w -k -  P ( r l , .  9 9 , rn) ) = el + w -k .  P(~'I, .  9 9 , 7-n). e2. Taking the meet of this expression 
with el V ea and  clearing denominators,  we obtain 
E~(^,V,~I, . . . ,~,,~(rl) , . . .  y(~)) = ~(r,, . . .  ,~,).Mp, 
as desired. This completes the proof of the Lemma. | 
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~ Aele,, 
el 
~ T 
{(eza,Ao,an)V(e3e4Ae2eO{ Aeze3)Vy(Q )} Ae3ot 
et 
J y(O)=(O,O,I) .Y (P) :(P,O,t) X .,V (r P. O) 
e~e4A .,~ 
Figure 3. Synthetic construction of y(w -I . P .  Q) from y(P) and y(Q). 
Now we are ready to derive our factorization theorem. The proof will be given only for 
3-brackets or the projective plane. For invariants in the r-brackets, r > 3, one can simply 
work with a larger projective basis, and project he coordinates down into a plane spanned 
by three suitable basis points. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1; Let B([x]x2xa],.. .  , [xlzjxk],. . .  , [Xm--2Xm--lXm]) be an invari- 
ant with integer coefficients of degree k in the 3-brackets on m points x l , . . .  , xm, and let, 
as before, (el,e2,e3,e4) be a projective basis. We multiply B by [eleze3] 2k, and we use 
the superexchange identity 
to reduce all expressions in the homogeneous coordinates ([xle2e3], [elxie3], [ele2xi]) of 
the points xi versus the basis (el, e2, e3). We rewrite this coordinate vector as 
[xie2e3]" (1,X~,X 2) where x 1 :~--[elXie3]/[xie2e3] , x 2 := [ele2Xi]/[xie2e3]. 
We can express the bracket polynomial B in terms of the projective coordinates x { as 
m 
i 2 i 2 B( . . . , [~ ,~] ,Ee l~,e~] ,Ee~e~, ] , . . . )  = P(~,~, . . . ,~m,x~) ' I I [~ ,~]  ~' 
i=1 
where P e Z(~i, ~ , . . .  ,~m,1 ~L) is homogeneous. 
By the Lemma, there exists a synthetic onstruction for the polynomial P. More pre- 
cisely, there is a Cayley algebra expression Ep and a bracket monomial 
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M.  = [el .~e3]" ' [ . ,e~e~]"[ . , . .e.]"[ . ,e. .~]" '  such that 
From the equations (1) and (2) we get a representation 
1 ~ B, (3) E ' (A ,  v, ~, , . . .  ,e.,  ~(~I) ,Y(~) , . . .  ,~(~) ,Y (~) )  = M' .  
where B is the given bracket polynomial, M'  some bracket monomial, and E '  a Cayley 
algebra expression. Note that in the derivation of (3) we are making use of the fact that 
an additional bracket monomial is allowed as a (synthetic) factor in the Cayley algebra 
expression E' .  
Finally, we need to express the vectors y(x~) and y(x~) which represent the scalars 
zJ, x~ in terms of suitable synthetic onstructions (up to a bracket factor). We assume at 
this point ~hat e4 = el + e= + e3, and we get 
1 .~ +. ,  . . .  = [ . , . . . ,1~( .~)  = (.~ v .3) A (~ v . .) .  (4) 
We obtain by expansion 
( {((~1~2 A r v (e2~4 ^  .1~3)) A e~e3} V (e~x, A e~e~)) ^  ~le~ 
[e~e.~3]~[e~]  ( [~ l~] [~e~le~ + [~e~edl [e~&2 )
[e l~. . . ]~[e .e~.~][~.~][~e,e~]  ' y(. ). 
(5) 
We solve the equations (4) and (5) for y(x~) and y(x~) respectively, and we plug in the 
resulting (fractional) Cayley algebra expressions into the equation (3). Clearing denomi- 
nators yields 
E"(A,  V, e l , . . . ,ed ,  xl ,x2, . . .  ,xm ) = M" .  B, (6) 
where M"  is a bracket monomial and E" a Cayley algebra expression. 
The expressions on both sides are projectively inwariant, and therefore the assumption 
ea = el + e2 + ea can be dropped at this point. Equation (6) remains valid if (e 1, e2, ea, ed) 
is replaced by any projective basis. In particular, we can replace  1 and e2 by suitable xj 
as long as the non-degeneracy assumptions 
[~le2e3] #0, [e4~2~3] # 0, [elede3] # 0, [~le2ed] #0, and [xie2e3] # 0 
are satisfied. These conditions, which are needed in the proof of the Lemma, are trivially 
satisfied when the points x i are in general position in the projective plane. 
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With this substitution equation (6) can be rewritten as 
E(A, V,x l , . . .  ,Xm) = M"  B([xlxlx~],.. .  , [xm-lxm-lxm]). (7) 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1. m 
We close this section with the observation that our proof immediately yields a quanti- 
tative version of Theorem 1. Tracing carefully all constructions, we obtain the following 
linear degree bound for the "subsidiary condition" M. 
COROLLARY. Using the notations and hypo*heses of Theorem 1, we suppose that the 
polynomial B has degree k in the 3-brackets and *hat it consists of I surnmands wlth 
coefficients 4-1. Then ~he degree of the multiplier monorniM M is bounded by 105 k l. 
3. Automated  discovery of geometr ic theorems using Cayley factor izat ion 
In this section we illustrate the use of bracket algebra nd Cayley factorization i auto- 
mated geometry. We sketch an algorithm for both discovering and ~ a certain class 
of projective geometry theorems. Thereby we make the tacit assumption that we already 
possess an efficient subroutine for Cayley factoring non-multilinear b acket polynomials 
(cf. Section 1). For our discussion we have chosen a prominent heorem which turned 
out to be very hard for all provers studied by Kutzler (1988), namely Pascal's Theorem. 
Suppose we are given the following question. 
PROBLEM P. Under which "geometric" condition do six points a, b, c, d, e, f in the plane 
lie on a common quadric ? Find such a condition and prove that it is correct [! 
If we use homogeneous coordinates a = (al, a2, a3), b = (bl, b2, b3),... , f = (f~, f l ,  f3), 
then Problem P translates into the following 
PROBLEM P'. Find a synthe*ic in*erpre*ation (or construc*ion) for the lqrst-order formuga 
3 (vloo,volo,vool,vlxo, vlox,Vo11) e K ~ \ {0} : 
v~oo4 + vo~oa~ + ~,oo~a~ + ~lxoala~ + ~o1~x~3 + .o l la~3 = 0 
v200bl 2 + v020b~ + u002b32 + Vlloblb2 + Vlolblb3 + Vollb2b~ = 0 
, . , ,  , , . ,  . . . .  , , , ,  
v200f~ + vo20f22 + voo2f~ + vnofl f2 + vlolflfa + vonf2f3 = O. 
(i) 
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Figure 4. Pascal's Theorem: The points a ,b ,c ,d ,e  and f lie on a common quadric if 
and only if the intersection points x, y and z are collinear. 
The existentially quantified variables in (1) are precisely the coefficients u200,.. 9 , u011 
of the desired ternary quadric. It is our goal to compute an equivalent Cayley expression 
which uses only the symbols a, b, c, d, e, f, A and V. In the first step we eliminate the u's 
from (1), obtaining 
Ib! a~ a] ala2 ala3 a2a3 1b by b  b2 bib b 6
det d~l d~2 ~ did2 dlda d2d3 
f~ fg f~ flf2 flfa f2f3 
In this example we used easy linear algebra to eliminate the unwanted variables. In 
more general situations we would need computer algebra methods uch as Grgbner bases 
(el. Buchberger 1988). 
The degree 12 polynomial with 720 summands in (2) is invariant under projective 
transformations and can therefore be rewritten as a rank 8 bracket polynomial B. Using 
a variant of the straightening algorithm of classical invariant heory (Doubilet et.al. 1975, 
White 1989), we obtain 
--[abc][ade][bdf][eef] + [abd][ace][bef][def] --- 0. (a) 
In the third and final step we apply Cayley factorization to this bracket polynomial. Our 
assumed subroutine outputs the following equivalent Cayley expression 
(ab A de) V (be A el) V (cd A fa) = 0. (4) 
The Cayley algebra statement (4) is equivalent to the synthetic statement 
"The intersection points ab N de, bc A ef and cd N fa are collinear." (5) 
Thus we have "automatic&lly" discovered Pascal's theorem. 
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In order to independently verify this theorem, we can reverse the steps in the above 
derivation. The Cayley expression (4) expands into the bracket algebra as follows. 
{ (aVb)  A (dVe)}  V { (bYe)  A (eVf )}  V { (eVd)  A ( fVa)}  
{ [ade]b - [bde]a } V { [bef]c - [cef]b } V { [cfa]d - [dfa]c } 
[ade]b V [bef]c V [cfa]d - [adelb V [bef]c V Idfa]c 
- [ade]b V [cef]b V [cfald + [adelb V [cef]b V [dfa]c 
- [bde]a V [bef]c V [cfa]d + [bde]a V [bef]c V [dfa]c 
+ [bde]a V [cef]b V [cfa]d - [bde]a V [cef]b V [dfa]c 
[ade][bef][cfa][bcd] - [bde][bef][c fa][acd] 
+ [bde][cef][cfa][abd] - [bde][cef][dfa][abc] (6) 
The equality of the bracket polynomials (3) and (6) is easily checked with the straightening 
algorithm (cf. White 1989). Finally, we replace all brackets in (6) by 3 x 3-determinants: 
[abe I ~-~ det a2 b2 c2 , lade] H det a2 d~ e2 , .  . . . . . .  
aa b3 ca aa d3 e3 
The resulting degree 12 polynomial is equal to the 6 • 6-determinant in (2). This completes 
our "automated" proof of Pascal's Theorem. | 
We close the example with two additional remarks. 
(a) We obtain the Theorem of Pappus as a special case from our derivation. If both triples 
a, b, c and d, e, f are collinear, then the bracket polynomial in (3) is automatically zero 
and statement (5) follows. 
(b) The Cayley factorization (4) os the bracket polynomial (8) is far from being unique. Its 
representation (2) implies that (3) is invariant (up to a factor 4-1) under any permutation 
of the letters a, b,c, d,e, f. Hence by permuting letters in (4) we can obtain many 
different Cayley factorizations of the given bracket polynomial (3), one for each hexagon 
through the six points. 
The analogous problem in 3-space presents the general task in more striking form. 
PROBLEM Q. Under which "geometric" condition do ten points a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, j lie 
on a quadric surface in 3-space ?
This is an unsolved geometric problem dating back to the 19th century (see Chasles 
(1875) and Turnbull ,~ Young (1925) for a discussion). For some special cases, with certain 
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quadruples of coplanar points, synthetic onstructions are known. We mention one such 
sui~cient condition due to Sennet (1876): A skew decagon is inscribable in a surface of 
second order if its opposite sides intersect (in pairs) in points on a single plane. 
With homogeneous coordinates, Problem Q translates to 
PROBLEM Q'. Find a synthetic interpretation for the polynornial equation 
52 b~ 52 524 b I b 2 51 b3 b154 52 b3 b2 54 b3 b4 
d 2 d~ d i d 2 did2 dlda did, d2da d2d, dad, 
el ele  e ea e ea e e, e re ,  = 0 (7) 
det f~ f~ f2 f~ f~f2 f~fa s f2fa f2f4 faf4 
g2~ g~ g~ g~ gig2 glga gig, g2ga g2g, gag, 
h~ h~ h23 h24 hlh2 hlh3 h lhb h2h3 h2h4 hah, 
j~ j~ J~ j~ jlj2 jlja jlja j2ja j2j4 jaja) 
This projective invariant can be rewritten as a rank 4 bracket polynomial, and has been 
extensively studied by Turnbull and Young (1926). Recently, White (1989) straightened 
the polynomial to a sum of 138 monomials of degree 5 in the brackets, with coefficients 
4-1. 
There is no known Cayley algebra factorization of (7), and there is evidence that it will 
not factor, unless we add a bracket multiplier, or add some simplifying assumptions ( uch as 
collinear triples or coplanar quadruples of points). We can however, rephrase this classical 
geometric problem in terms of our theorem which guarantees a Cayley factorization after 
multiplication by a product of brackets. 
PROBLEM Q". Find a minimal degree bracket monomial M such that ts polynomial (7) 
multiplied by lPl has a Cayley faetorization. 
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